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INTRODUCTION 

In the June edition of our newsletter, we 

did promise to conduct a review of the 

recently passed Petroleum Industry 

(Governance & Institutional Framework) Bill 

also known as the PIGIF Bill. The passage of 

the Bill by the Nigerian senate indeed does 

mark a huge step forward in revamping the 

status quo in the country’s hydrocarbon 

sector. Although the Bill is yet to be passed 

by Nigeria’s House of Representatives and 

get the Presidential assent, it is still 

essential that a comprehensive review of 

what could become the Petroleum Industry 

(Governance) Act is conducted.  

NGOZI MEDANI 
ASSOCIATE

The hydrocarbon sector is one of utmost importance to Nigeria’s 

growing economy. Ranked among the top 10 producers and with one 

of the largest gas reserves in the world, the country’s hydrocarbon 

sector has remained the country’s primary source of revenue, 

leading to calls for a review of the workings of the sector. The Bill is 

the first of many bills targeted at causing reform to Nigeria’s 

Petroleum industry. 

A NEW REGULATORY BODY 

The Nigerian Petroleum Regulatory Commission (NPRC)  

Section 1 of the Bill spells out its objectives to include: 

(a) create efficient and effective governing institutions with clear and 

separate roles for the petroleum industry; 

(b) establish a framework for the creation on commercially oriented and profit 

driven petroleum entities that ensure value addition and internationalization 

of the petroleum industry; (c) promote transparency and accountability in the 

administration of petroleum resources of Nigeria; and 

(d) foster a conducive business environment for petroleum industry 

operations.  



As is clear, among the many objectives of the bill is the introduction of new regulatory 

bodies to Nigeria’s Petroleum Industry. Currently, the regulation of the industry is primarily 

conducted by the Department of Petroleum Resources (DPR), an arm of Nigeria’s Ministry 

of Petroleum Resources. Under the current regime, the DPR monitors the operation of oil 

companies, issues licenses and permits, collects royalties and rent amongst other things. 

The PIGB replaces the DPR with the Nigerian Petroleum Regulatory Commission (NPRC) 

established under Section 4 of the Bill. 

Section 4(3) further goes to vest all of the assets, funds, resources, movable and 

immovable properties which were previously held by the soon to be extinct Petroleum

Inspectorate, Petroleum Products Pricing Regulatory Agency (PPPRA) and the DPR to the 

NPRC. A further read of Section 4 of the Bill sees the draftsman transfer all of the rights, 

obligations as well as liabilities of the DPR to the soon to be created NPRC.  

The functions of the NPRC are rather extensive, spanning over 15 subsections and include: 

(i)    the administration and enforcement of policies, laws and regulations relating 

         to all aspects of petroleum operations which are assigned to it 

(ii)    monitoring and enforcement of compliance with the terms and conditions of 

          leases, licenses, permits and authorisations as issued by the Commission     

          concerning petroleum operations; 

(iii)    working hand in hand with the Ministry of Environment and any other agency 

          in charge of environmental matters in ensuring compliance with national and 

          international technical standards for all persons involved in petroleum               

          operations; 

(iv)   regulating  bulk storage, transportation and transmission of crude oil and         

          gas and set rules for the common carrier systems for crude oil and gas;

(v)    modification, amendment, extension, suspension, review, cancellation and     

          reissuance, revocation and / or termination of licences, permits and                  

          authorisations 

(vi)   the regulation of and ensuring the supply, distribution, marketing and retail     

          of petroleum products; amongst very many other functions as contained in  

          the Bill.  

Section 5(a) mandates the NPRC to deal with all environmental matters in the petroleum 

industry although and quite laudably, the NPRC is mandated to consult with the Ministry of 

Environment in prescribing regulations and directives on matters relating to the 

environment in the Petroleum Industry. No doubt, this will lead to the NPRC working closely 

with the Ministry of Environment in curbing the incessant pollution challenges that plague 

Nigeria’s environment.



The Petroleum Equalization Fund (PEF) 

 The Bill also retains the current Petroleum Equalization Fund although it does repeal the 

Petroleum Equalization Fund (Management Board) Act Cap P11 LFN 2004 thereby making 

the proposed law, the primary instrument for the governance of the PEF. Section 36 of the 

Bill is extensive as it is specific in its provisions as to the financing of the fund unlike the PEF 

Act which is vague as to the fund’s financing. Section 1 of the PEF (Management Board) Act 

states that:

There is hereby established a Fund to be known as the Petroleum 

Equalization Fund (in this Act referred to as "the Fund") into which shall 

be paid- 

(a)     any net surplus revenue recovered from oil marketing companies 

pursuant to this Act; and 

(b)    such sums as may be provided for that purpose by the Federal 

Government. 

Section 36(1) of the Bill is a lot more specific in its provisions relating to the financing of the 

fund in providing that:

 It is also specific in relation to the objectives of the PEF under the Bill. Section 37 notes 

that the PEF is aimed at:

(1) There shall be established the Petroleum Equalisation Fund ("the 

Equalisation Fund") into which shall be paid all monies payable to the 

Equalisation Fund: 

          (a) by way of a 5% fuel levy in respect of all fuel sold and                       

                distributed within the Federation which shall be charged 

                subject to the approval of the Minister; 

         (b) all subventions, fees and charges for services rendered 

                or       publications made by the Fund; and 

         (c) all other funding which may, from time to time, accrue to 

                the Fund. 

         (d) any net surplus revenue recovered from petroleum 

                products marketing companies pursuant to this Act; and 

         (e) such sums as may be provided for purpose of the 

               Equalisation Fund by the Federal Government 

(i) enhancing the development of all regions of the federation by                 

     ensuring economic balance in the price of petroleum products; 

(ii) collecting and providing funding for infrastructural development           

      throughout the federation; and 

(iii) ensuring the efficient distribution of petroleum products                         

        throughout the federation. 



Section 56(1) of the bill goes further to provide for the Fund’s utilization. It provides that 

the PEF is to utilize the funds generated in accordance with Section 36-

As relates to the PEF, the PIG Bill is relatively laudable in that unlike its soon to be 

predecessor, the Bill is specific in providing for where the funds for the PEF are to be 

sourced from and most importantly, it is specific as to the disbursement of the Fund. 

Ministry of Petroleum Incorporated (MOPI): The Bill provides that this Ministry is to hold

on behalf of the government, all government shares in the successor commercial entities 

.i.e. the NPAMC and the NPC. In essence, it will be the Federal Government’s investment 

vehicle, used to invest in the commercial entities as established by the Act and perhaps, 

independent commercial entities which may in the future, be established by the Bill (Act), 

subject to amendment of course.  

Nigerian Petroleum Assets Management Company (NPAMC): As is contained in Section 

37(2) (a), the NPAMC is primarily tasked with the management of assets held by the 

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) under the Production Sharing Contracts 

and Back-in Right Provisions under the Petroleum Act 1969.

(a) for reimbursement of oil marketing companies for any loss                           

 sustained by them solely and exclusively as a result of the sale by           

 them of petroleum products at uniform prices throughout Nigeria as        may 

be fixed by the Minister pursuant. 

(b) for the provision of financing for infrastructural development                     

 throughout the federation; 

(c) for the provision of financial and other financial support as may from       

 time to time be determined by the Minister; 

“The Fund shall be utilised for the reimbursement of oil marketing 

companies for any loss sustained by them solely and exclusively as a 

result of the sale by them of petroleum products at uniform prices 

throughout Nigeria being prices fixed by the Minister pursuant to 

section 6 (1) of the Petroleum Act.” 

(i) The Ministry of Petroleum Incorporated (MOPI) 

(ii) Nigerian Petroleum Assets Management Company (NPAMC); and 

(iii) National Petroleum Company (NPC).  

This is unlike its predecessor, the PEF (Management Board) Act which in Section 2 on the 

utilization of the Fund simply provides that-

NEW COMMERCIAL ENTITIES

Three new commercial entities are established under the Bill namely: 



The shares of the NPAMC are to be held into the ratio of 20% to the Bureau of Public 

Enterprises (BPE), 40% to the Ministry of Finance Incorporated, and 40% held by the 

Ministry of Petroleum Incorporated (MOPI) on behalf of the Federal Government. The 

wording of the sections relevant to the NPAMC imply the metamorphosis of the NNPC to 

the NPAMC in that the Bill does mandate the Minister of Petroleum to transfer within 

twelve months of the NPAMC’s incorporation, some employees, assets, liabilities, rights 

and obligations of the NNPC perhaps, in a manner as similar as the transformation of the 

DPR to the NPRC. It is important to note that in accordance with Section 44 of the Bill, 

the transfer by the Minister will discharge the NNPC of any liability or obligations and will 

not constitute a breach of obligations in contract of the NNPC under any contract it may 

have entered into prior to the transfer (See section 45). 

National Petroleum Company (NPC): The Bill further establishes the National 

Petroleum Company (NPC) which at the point of incorporation, has its shares held in the 

exact same ratio as the NPAMC although after a period of five years have passed after 

its incorporation, not less than 10% and after a period of another ten years, a further 

30% of its shares should be divested to the public in a most transparent manner. Of all 

of the commercial entities established by the Bill, this is the first which the Bill implies, 

will invite investment from the general public. The NPC mirrors the NPAMC in that the Bill 

does provide for the transfer of employees, assets and liabilities from the NNPC in a 

manner similar to that of the NPAMC. 

1.0. Absorption of Liability 

The Nigerian Petroleum Liability Management Company 

The metamorphosis of the NNPC into the NPAMC and the NPC under the PIG Bill does raise 

the question of liability .i.e. who manages the liabilities of the NNPC? The Bill answers this 

question by establishing the Nigerian Petroleum Liability Management Company (NPLMC) 

which shall assume Corporation (“NNPC”) and the pension liabilities of the Department of 

Petroleum Resources transferred to it” (see Section 86 of the Bill). 

2.0. The NPRC Special Investigation Unit 

Section 34 of the PIG Bill makes reference to a Special Investigation Unit which from the 

Bill’s wordings, operates as a form of enforcement unit of the NPRC. According to the Bill, 

the Unit is tasked with surveillance of oil and gas installations as well as vessels where it 

has sufficient reason to believe that these structures have illegal petroleum operations 

going on.  

MISCELLANY



The Unit is also tasked with working with other government agencies in detecting and 

prosecuting offences under the PIG Bill as well as working with the Nigerian Police and 

other relevant law enforcement agencies in arresting persons who commit offences under 

the PIG Bill.  

CONCLUSION 

Although it is yet to be signed into law, the PIG Bill is arguably extensive in its provisions 

concerning the governance of the Petroleum Industry. Although the Minister still remains 

powerful under the Bill, the recommendations for collaboration with other relevant 

government agencies is a laudable development as it ensures that the Petroleum Industry 

operates with little or no chances of other laws being violated. 

Furthermore, the Bill should be lauded on its clarity on certain stances such as the 

disbursement of the PEF. While we await the passage of subsequent bills concerning the 

fiscal regime of the petroleum industry, the PIG Bill offers clarity on the financing and 

disbursement of the Petroleum Equalization Fund. 



SHIPPING LINE AGENCY CHARGE (SLAC) DECLARED ILLEGAL
A Court of Appeal sitting in Lagos State on Wednesday 21st of June 2017 declared the collection of the 

Shipping Line Agency Charge popularly known as (SLAC) and levied on  importers and consignees by 

shipping companies to be illegal. Upholding in part the decision of Justice Ibrahim Buba in the matter 

between Alraine Shipping Agencies (Nig) Ltd & Ors v the Nigerian Shippers’ Council & Anor ordered the 

appellants to cease collecting the SLAC charge and further directed the appellants to render an account to 

the 1st Defendant of the charges collected from 2006 till date at a rate of 21%. 

The judgment of the Court of Appeal offers clarity as to the validity of shipping ling agency charges in 

Nigeria and that is, that these charges are illegal. Following this judgment, it is now expected that the 

Nigerian Shippers' Council, the 1st Respondent will commence moves to recovering the SLAC collected by 

shipping companies as ordered by the Court.  

ILLEGAL

A &A ATTEND THE 11TH ANNUAL NBA SECTION ON BUSINESS LAW CONFERENCE 

The 11th Annual Business Law Conference of the Nigerian Bar Association’s Section on Business 

Law was held between the 18th June 2017 through to 20th June 2017 at the Eko Hotel and 

Suites, Victoria Island, Lagos, Nigeria.

A & A  were among the many business lawyers in attendance 

and the firm's associates used the opportunity to network 

with their counterparts practicing in very many areas of the 

law. Apart from the networking opportunities which the 

conference presented to its delegates, several informative 

sessions focused on innovative ways of business practice in 

the 21st century were held with speakers of international 

repute in attendance. 

It was a truly informative experience and we left the conference rejuvenated with many ideas on 

how to meet the needs of our clientele even better! 

A & A MARINE INSURANCE SEMINAR VISIT US AT THE OTL AFRICA DOWNSTREAM EXPO

Owing to the Federal Government's declaration of 

Monday 26th and Tuesday 27th June as Public 

Holidays, the A & A Marine Insurance Seminar 

which was scheduled to hold on Tuesday 27th 

June will now hold on Tuesday 11th July 2017.  

Registration is still ongoing. You can register by 

visiting: 

http://akabogulaw.com/marine-insurance- 

seminar2017/ 

We are pleased to announce 

that we will be exhibiting at 

this year's OTL Africa 

Downstream Expo.   

NEW DATE!

We will be running legal clinic sessions at our 

exhibition stand, giving you the opportunity to 

raise those critical questions you may have been 

seeking legal advice on.  

You will also get to meet and network with 

associates at A & A and a lot more! 

Register to attend today!

A & A NEWSBITES

http://www.otlafrica.com/2017-registration


CONCURRENT LIABILITIES IN CONTRACT & TORT

VICTOR ONYEGBADO  
PARTNER

BROADLINE ENTERPRISES LTD. V. MONTEREY MARITIME 

CORPORATION & ANOR  and PACERS MULTI-DYNAMICS LTD V. THE M.V. 

DANCING SISTER & ANOR  are Nigerian Supreme Court authorities on the 

point that, as far as carriage of goods by sea claims are concerned, there

may coexist for the benefit of a claimant, concurrent rights to sue in tort 

as well as under the contract.  Put conversely, parties to a carriage by sea 

contract regardless of their obvious contractual duties may be held liable 

for breaches of tortious duties in circumstances arising from the 

performance or non-performance of terms of said contract. 

"...the liability of a bailee may rest on an express contract between him and the 

owner of the goods concerned. However, this notwithstanding, there is 

generally the collateral liability in tort for negligence which arises from the

breach of a legal duty owed by the bailee to the owner of the goods. Both 

causes of action were specifically pleaded in the writ of summons filed in the 

present case and in the appellant's amended Statement of Claim. I entertain no 

doubt that the appellant was entitled to abandon its cause of action in 

contract and to prosecute its claim in tort .

In the DANCING SISTER CASE, the appellant argued at the 

Supreme Court that being both the owner of the goods – the 

subject matter of the case – and the endorsee in the blank to 

the relevant Bills of Lading, it was thus entitled to claim for 

damages resulting from losses occasioned inter alia by negligent 

discharge of the goods from the ship. The court however found 

that the appellant was not an endorsee of the bills of lading and 

that a charter party relevant to the transaction had provided

that “…Stevedores shall be considered as owner's servants and 

the charterers/shippers/Receivers are not to be responsible for 

any negligence of whatever nature, default or error in judgment 

of the stevedores employed”. The court thus dismissed the 

appeal with costs.

In the MONTEREY CASE, the Plaintiff who had claimed against the defendants in both contract 

and tort later applied to abandon its claim under the contract. The Supreme Court setting aside 

the decisions of both the trial court and the Court of Appeal held that said plaintiff was legally 

entitled to that approach. In his leading judgment, Iguh JSC noted thus; 



Rhodes Vivour JSC did not however conclude his judgment in the Dancing Sister case without 

laying down various instances which could give rise to a cause of action flowing from carriage 

by sea transactions. Citing with approval the English Court of Appeal decision in "In Mitsui & 

Co. Ltd v. Fiota Mercante Grancolombiana S.A 1988 2 Lloyds Law Reports p. 208, His 

Lordship specified the said circumstances as follows 

a. the shipper may sue in contract, assuming that he has not divested himself of his rights by 

indorsement of the bill of Lading. 

b. a consignee named in the bill of Lading or an indorsee of the bill of Lading can sue in contract

under of the bill of Lading 

c. an implied contract can arise out of the circumstances in any particular case in which 

delivery is taken of the part of discharge. 

d. the person who was the owner of the goods of the time when damage occurred can sue in 

tort. 

The fourth point identified above again underscores the position that where a party so 

entitled to sue in tort is additionally vested with a right of suit under a contract, both rights 

may indeed coexist and may thus be available to the claimant as alternatives. The position is a 

rebuttal to the privity of contract fallacy – the contention, popular in some civil Law 

jurisdictions, that the existence of a contract circumscribes liabilities to the terms therein. 

A CRUCIAL EXCEPTION? 

The fact that an English Court of Appeal decision was substantially referenced by the Nigerian 

Supreme Court in The Dancing Sister Case is perhaps impetus for noting here certain 

exceptions which English cases admit to the concurrent liabilities position, which however 

were not pointed out by the Supreme Court. 

In Henderson v Merrett Syndicates [1994] 3 All ER 506, [1994] UKHL 5, [1995] 2 AC 145 

Lord Goff of Chieveley Citing Le Dain J. in the Canadian case of Central Trust Co. v. Rafuse 

(1986) 31 D.L.R. 4th 481, noted that while a plaintiff has the right to assert the cause of 

action that appears to be the most advantageous to him in respect of any particular legal 

consequence where concurrent liability in tort and contract exists, 

. . .A concurrent or alternative liability in tort will not be admitted if its effect would be to 

permit the plaintiff to circumvent or escape a contractual exclusion or limitation of liability for 

the act or omission that would constitute the tort. 

CONCLUSION 

Circumstances of exclusion or limitation of liability in a contract arguably present the biggest 

temptation to claimants and their solicitors to seek alternatives in tort. Defendants are thus 

well advised to always object to this approach in all relevant cases. Hopefully, one will see a 

Nigerian Supreme court authority on this all important exception sooner than later. 



THE GOOGLE  £2.1 BILLION FINE & LESSONS FOR NIGERIA: A 
TEASER

In June 2017, the European Commission handed down its biggest ever 

fine against Internet search engine, Google. The £2.1 billion fine was 

issued against the world's largest search engine in response to claims 

that Google had abused its dominance by giving illegal advantage to its 

own shopping service.t is claimed that when users  searched Google for 

products such as clothes or electronics, the search engine gave results 

that featured Google's own price comparison service and that it's rivals

such as Amazon were relegated

 According to the EU's Commissioner for Competition Margaret Vestager; "what Google has 

done is illegal under EU antitrust rules. It denied other companies the chance to compete on 

the merits and to innovate,..and most importantly, it denied European consumers a genuine 

choice of services and the full benefits of innovation." The search engine giant in response 

has "respectfully" disagreed with the EU Commission and will be appealing the Commission's 

decision. 

Very many questions have been raised by this ruling such as the extent to which companies 

like Google can exploit their dominance in one market area to gain advantage in another. More 

importantly, what does Nigeria have to learn from this case? It is an important one as it will

contribute towards the development of EU competition law. The Free market and the 

benefits of competition is as good for Nigerians as it is for the rest of the world however, 

competition policy is almost very often, swept under the carpet in this part of the world. 

Unfortunately, the country has consistently been ranked amongst the least competitive 

countries in the world and in line with the need for rapid economic development and 

consumer protection; there is an impending need for efficient competition policy to be 

developed in the country. 

Currently, there is neither legislation nor regulation solely dedicated to competition or anti- 

trust issues in Nigeria although there have been attempts to developing such policy by the 

Bureau of Public Enterprise (BPE) as well as the National Council on Privatization (NCP).  



SEE YOU IN AUGUST

Today, we have the Federal Competition and Consumer Protection Bill, 2015 before the 

National Assembly which seeks to repeal the Consumer Protection Act as well as establish a 

Federal Competition and Consumer Protection Tribunal for the development and promotion

of Fair, efficient and Competitive Markets in the Nigerian economy, facilitate access by all 

citizens to safe products, secure the protection of rights for all consumers in Nigeria and for 

other related matters.  

Next month, we conduct a detailed review of the provisions of the Federal Competition and 

Consumer Protection Bill, 2015, with the aim of understanding, what its passage will mean 

for competition policy in Nigeria.


